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THE
VANIT Y

Your Bathroom,
Organized

Is your family’s bathroom overflowing with tub toys,
toiletries, and towels? It might be
time to give your WC some decluttering TLC.
by C A S S I E H U R W I T Z
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Streamline storage
under the sink.
Since this area is hidden
away, it’s typically neglected.
Avoid the mess by giving each
family member their own
basket that lives under the
sink or in a cabinet, says
Mandy Yang, a professional
organizer and KonMari
consultant, a certification
she received from Marie
Kondo’s organization
program. “We each have a bin
that holds our toothbrush,
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Clear countertops.
It may be tempting to toss
everything into a cabinet or
drawer, but you can optimize
space by corralling a few
of your most-used tools like
scrunchies, cotton swabs,
and floss in a countertop
organizer. “There’s something
nice about being able to grab
an item you use every day,”
says Alison Mazurek, the
expert behind the blog 600 Sq
Ft and a Baby. Look for a
compartmentalized piece
that has drawers (to stash
small items) and open sections
(so kids can help themselves).
Or DIY a system by securing
some cleaned-out jam jars
and pretty containers onto a
tray. “Having a go-to spot
for all the items helps this
area stay neat,” says Shamika
Lynch, a designer who
specializes in small spaces.
Just be sure to leave some
sink space open. If you’re
starting to stack soap bottles
on top of hand cream and face
masks, it’s time to move some
of those things elsewhere.
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items—but keep it out of the
kids’ reach so nothing topples
over. “These are great options
that don’t compromise
precious space,” Lynch says.

Tame the toys.
Tub time isn’t complete
without toys, but when they
outnumber your actual
toiletries, things get crazy.
Look for ones that are

compact, like stacking cups.
If your kid is attached to their
collection of squishable sea
creatures and fleets of boats,
Yang suggests organizing them
in wall-suctioned corner bins
with drainage holes. “They
don’t take up too much space,
and they create a home for
easy cleanup,” she says. “I
also love suction-cup hooks
for hanging toys and sponges.”

BATHROOM FIXTURES

THE TUB

Wrangle the bottles.
Between your deep
conditioner, your partner’s
dandruff shampoo, and the
kids’ superhero body washes,
the shower can get jampacked. It’s okay to have
variety, but Mazurek
suggests being choosy about
the products littering your
shelves. “I’m trying to get
everyone to use the same
shampoo and conditioner
so I can buy just two of the
large sizes,” she says. If
that’s not going to cut it,
Lynch recommends having
an out-of-the-way spot for
toiletries. Hanging
organizers that hook onto
showerheads let wet products
drip-dry quickly, and
waterproof (adhesive or
suction) hooks and shelves
designed specifically for
bathrooms will stick to
empty tiled walls. You can
also squeeze in an additional
tension rod against the
shower wall and add hooks
or mesh bags to it for extra
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Sleek Stowaway
Fill this Yamazaki Home
Fit-Anywhere Slim
Storage Cart with extra
toiletries, washcloths,
and toys, then slide
it into any tight spot—it’s
just under 5 inches
deep. $65; food52.com

Spin Class
When the under-sink
chaos cannot be
contained, pile products
onto the Crazy Susan
Two-Tier Turntable. Both
levels rotate fully, and
the bins are removable.
$30; youcopia.com

Brush Up
Eliminate the need for a
toothbrush organizer
and a rinsing cup and save
sink surface space with this
Wall Suction Toothbrush
Holder. The cup is made
from shatter-resistant,
BPA-free plastic and shields
two brushes. $10;
mdesignhomedecor.com

Support System
The Flex SureLock
Shelf suctions to shower
walls like a charm.
It holds up to 10 pounds,
so you can store
shampoo and conditioner,
plus hang loofahs
or mesh bags for toys
on hooks underneath.
$13; westelm.com

EVERYWHERE
ELSE

Think up.
Consider sneaking shelves
onto an empty section of the
wall. “If the room is small, set
up a stand-alone unit that
uses the vertical space,” Yang
says. Store toilet paper, towels,
and other odds and ends on
it. Floating shelves also
work wonders when mounted
over the toilet or above the
doorframe, but you can add
funkier storage by attaching
a wire-framed basket to the
wall to act as a cubby, Lynch
says. To keep the room from
feeling clunky, Yang drops in
elements of nature. “Bamboo
bins and greenery from the
yard instantly bring the room
to life,” she says.
Use negative space.
For that sliver between the
tub and the toilet or the vanity
and the wall, find something
like a skinny lidded trash can
or a slim tiered cart, Mazurek
says. In nooks not near the
toilet, you can hang an extra
hook for robes, washcloths, or
a hair dryer. “The back of the
door is another underused
area that can do a lot for you,”
Mazurek says. “It adds
storage for hanging towels or
a canvas organizer.” Those
pockets are genius for
out-of-rotation bath toys, hair
tools, and loose ends like
headbands and clips. If you
want a dedicated spot
for laundry, Lynch suggests
hanging a small hamper
on the back of the door. You
can even buy one that’s
designed to slide into a corner
to fully maximize every
inch in your bathroom.

COURTESY OF THE BRANDS.

face cream, lotion, and so on,
which frees up space,” she
says. Yang also suggests
adding tall shelves inside
under-sink cabinets to
maximize vertical space.
But don’t sweat it if you only
have a stand-alone sink
without a vanity or a
countertop. “Use shorter
storage units, like stackable
waterproof shelves or
a set of drawers, next to or
surrounding the base of
the sink for extra items,”
Lynch offers.

